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Meeting held 1st Monday of every month at 7:00 PM (unless otherwise noted in newsletter).

Prez Sayz,

Don Duncan said he’s not much
of a writer, but will let me know when he has
something to say. Meanwhile, I’ll keep you
updated with the activities.

Now it’s time to talk about THE CHILI COOK-OFF!

It will take place at the campsite near the Rocky Road
Claim 10/08-10/09/2016. Start getting your favorite
chili recipe out and ready to go!!! This and the
Christmas Party are the most well attended outings of
the year. There will be a free hunt in the morning
hours and a paid hunt a little later open to all,
including non-members. Details will be in the October
newsletter. Remember, this outing can be cold and
windy, hot and windy or mild and windy.
But
Due to the Blue Cut fire, our September
sometimes the wind is on the mild side. Be sure to be
outing has been cancelled. The fire went right through
prepared for whatever the weather forecast predicts.
the Cajon Creek area and I’m sure that Cajon Creek
To you newcomers, people can arrive as early as
will not be a pleasant place to visit. SR 138 is open but Thursday or Friday and stay until Sunday or Monday.
Cleghorn Rd. is not. I just went out there today to scout You can camp in tents, vehicles or RV’s and trailers.
it out. The roadblock kept me from getting down to
Whatever you have to protect yourself at night works.
Cajon Creek, but I could tell that it most likely did not
There will also be a porta-potty brought in, usually on
escape the flames. The trees down on the east side of Friday, for those who don’t have their own facilities.
Strathout Rd., however, were green. I couldn’t see
For those who want to enjoy the weekend, but aren’t
exactly where the creek was from my vantage point, but up to roughing it, there are motels in nearby
everything on the west side of Strathout appeared to be Ridgecrest just a few miles from our campsite, which
blackened. Apparently, there are miles and miles of
is almost exactly one mile in on Last Chance Canyon
electric lines etc. that need to be replaced and crews
Road. The claim is about 6 miles beyond the
were out there in force making the repairs. I’m thinking campsite. 4WD is highly recommended, but not
it will probably be opened by the time of the scheduled
totally necessary, if you stay on the main packed dirt
outing, but no telling what conditions will be. Since the trails. You can also just show up for the activities that
September meeting FOLLOWS the outing due to Labor are held on Saturday, which include the hunts, the
Day, and we won’t have the opportunity to get a
chili cookoff and, if there is enough interest, a skeet
consensus of the active membership for an alternative
shoot competition! *Clay & Gail Graves* For those
location as we did when our East Fork outing got
sticking around for the weekend, we sit around the
burned out, cancellation seemed to be the best option.
campfire at night, if the wind isn’t too bad. People
If you are inclined to give it a try, anyway, let us know
who spend several days usually try to find some of
how it went.
that yaller stuff! They bring their concentrates back to
camp to process in the afternoons before it gets dark.
As for the Silverwood outing, the algae bloom was so
I went a step further and installed daylight (5700K)
bad that they closed and treated the lake. It was
LED lights in my trailer that are bright enough to pan
expected to reopen on Monday or Tuesday. But we
under! It’s always a lot of fun! FYI, those who
had a good turnout and a few good items were found in compete in the Chili Cook-off
the picnic areas, including Don Allen finding an earring
are required to make the chili ON SITE! And no
that appeared to have many tiny sparkly diamond
canned chili is allowed. You can use canned
chips. Lovetta also found a titanium ring. The others
tomatoes and canned beans, but the dish cannot be
found a decent amount of clad coins.
prepared in advance.

From the Editor:

OUTING ALERT!!!!!

Chili/potluck (Hunt 1 free, 1 paid)
BYOF
Medrano’s Mexican Restaurant
10/08-10/09/2016
11/12/2016

12/03/2016

10/03/2016
11/07/20156

11/28/2016

October
November
December

Chili Cookoff—Rocky Road
AVT claim off 395
Christmas Party

(sluicing/ CANCELLED DUE TO
FIRE
Cajon Creek
prospecting)
9/10/2016
9/12/2016

BYOF
Silverwood Lake
8/01/2016
August

8/6/2016

BYOF
Castaic Lake (lower)
7/11/2016
July

7/09/2016

Club-hot dogs/potluck
Kernville park
6/06/2016
June

6/11/2015

Club food (breakfast) (Hunt)
Map Hunt—Lancaster City Park
5/02/2016
May

5/07/2015

BYOF
TBD Relic Hunt
4/04/2016
April

4/09/2016

Club food—Costco pizza/potluck
Lovetta’s Mystery Hunt? Lancaster City Park
3/12/2016

Zuma Beach

BYOF

3/07/2016

This should be a fun event! I’ve always wanted to go to the
Octoberfest, but it was always held on our October Chili-Cook-off
weekend. And AVTHS comes first!!! This year I’ll be able to take
advantage of it and plan to camp in my triailer for the long
weekend. I’ve been wanting to do one of GPAA’s weekend
events, but it’s never panned out.

Month

Call Walt Wegner at 818-652-3016 to register or to ask any
questions.

March

www.publiclandsforthepeople.org.

2/1/2016

Meeting Date

FYI, the Poker Run that Kim Holmes spoke to the club about has
been combined with the PLP/MMAC Octoberfest at Sleepy Bear
Mine for the weekend of Friday, Oct. 28—Monday, Oct. 31, 2016.
The club will still be participating with a donation of $200 in club
apparel. We MAY also have a booth at the event IF we have
enough people interested in manning it. This should be a fun
weekend and DOES NOT compete with our October Chili
Cookoff! Registration is $50. Details can be found at

February

Outing Date

—————————————————————————————

Ventura Harbor Village

Location

One of our new members, Rich Brooks, is modifying White’s
Goldmaster II and VSAT machines for a nominal fee to club
members. I sent him mine (box only) for the modification. In
October *Dan & Penny Petrozzi* over Chili Cook-off weekend he
has volunteered to do a Q&A for those who have had the
modifications or want to know more about it. Rich can be
reached at 760-876-0339 if you are interested.

1/09/2016

—————————————————————————————

1/04/2016

FYI, Due to the fact that Medrano’s was already booked on our
usual December outing/Christmas Party, the party will be held on
Saturday DECEMBER 3rd! In order to have a meeting prior to
the outing/party, we will have our DECEMBER meeting the LAST
MONDAY OF NOVEMBER!!! This is November, 28th, the
Monday after Thanksgiving weekend. Robert Weaver confirmed
that the Leisure Lakes Estates meeting hall is available on that
date and he has booked it for us. PLEASE change your
calendars with these modifications to our usual schedule. This all
means we will have TWO meetings in November and NO meeting
in December. This message will be reiterated in coming
newsletters in order to ensure that EVERYONE will get the
message!

January

Notes

——————————————————————————-

2/6/2016

Minelab Go-Pro 60 and accessories as well as a gold coin
and silver round at the Chili Cookoff, if enough tix are sold!
Get yours at meetings and outings, or request by mail. $5
each or 6/$25. Otherwise, it will be held at the Christmas
Party. Flyer to follow.

Club food/potluck (Hunt?)

Special Drawing: We will be holding the drawing for the

September

ANNOUNCEMENTS:

Types of Metal Detecting Activities
COIN CACHE HUNTING Types: Helpful Information, Tips, and Accessories & Metal
Detectors Required for Coin Hoard Hunting
by Sergei Upstateny , July 15, 2011; last time modified: December 7, 2013
Coin Cache Hunting means searching for hidden caches of coins or coin hoards. Cache hunting includes a few sub-categories
defined either by the methods of hiding coin hoards or by their placement locations. Cache hunting also defines searching for
other types of amassed valuables buried in one spot (Cache Hunting Types II and III).

During the coin cache burial in the past, amassed coins would be initially put inside the metallic or non-metallic containers
which could be:
1) buried in the fields or vegetable patches, and under the fence poles,
2) buried near static natural or cultural landmarks such as big trees, boulders, earth mounds, bridges, ramparts, etc.,
3) hidden in caves, tunnels, and near mine entrances,
4) dumped or discarded during an emergency into the rivers, creeks, brooks, ponds, and lakes situated in close proximity to
roads and pathways,
5) stashed inside the stone walls, wells, outhouses or privies, hen-coops, sheds, barns, or any other structures on the
homestead property,
6) hidden inside the house: in the walls, under a porch or stoop, under staircases, under flooring, inside furniture, in root
cellars, and many other places.
Major Categories of Coin Hoards and Coin/Relic Treasure Caches:
1) Expropriatory Cache - a cache of valuables that were taken away from the owner and hidden against the owner's will.
2) Returnable Cache - a cache of valuables that were buried with intention of their retrieval in the future.

3) Nonreturnable Cache - a cache of cultic treasures that were buried to serve as a sacrifice to gods, therefore, were buried
forever.
4) Short-Term-Cumulation Cache - a cache of valuables that had been amassed within a short period of time before being
buried (small household and personal savings).
5) Long-Term-Cumulation Cache - a cache of valuables that had been amassed for a long while before being buried (large
savings of prince or duke, monastery, merchant, outlaw, etc.).
6) Emergency Cache - a cache of valuables that were buried or hidden during an emergency, in a hurry, and under duress;
usually placed into the ragged, casual or any other inappropriate container, or burried without it.
Four Major Types of Cache Hunting:

CACHE HUNTING TYPE I - Searching for Buried Coin Hoards in Plowed Fields
If the site of the former village, homestead or dwelling is currently located in the farmed field that has been PLOWED
for many years, and likely to have a few hidden coin hoards, you might find them by means of a conventional land
metal detector that is capable of finding ALL types of coins. The search method for this case is the simplest and
described in my Tutorial for Recovering a Coin Cache in the Plowed Field.
Though this type of cache hunting does not require a substantial research, it requires a lot of patience and time for
scanning large areas in the fields with a metal detector. During the process, 5% of the total time would be spent for
research, and the rest 95% would be spent for metal detecting.

Hunng for a Coin Hoard in Farm Field

FAQ's
The following frequently asked questions relate to Coin Cache Hunting of both Type I and Type II (see next page):
1) "Do you agree that former settlements are the best places to search?" - Yes! Any site of former settlement is the first
place to search!
2) "What are the chances of discovery of at least one cache comprising more than 10 coins buried at the former small
(10 houses max.) settlement site, given that it was never searched by a detectorist? Rather 1% or 10% or maybe
50%?" - 100% if the results of your research show that the settlers had extra money (profits from trade and/or selling
agricultural

produce, or salaries of soldiers coming back home from wars, etc.) to stash away. Depending on coin denominations, large
caches usually contain an amount of coins that can fill up a pail or a medium-sized jug. The small coin caches contain more
than 100 coins. Even when it is just a buried purse, there are usually more than 10 coins in it.
3) "Up to what distance from the center of the former village does it make sense to search? Should one search the
area where the houses once stood?" - It depends on configuration of a village. In most cases, the coin caches were usually
buried behind the houses at the vegetable patches or backyards which may home small sheds and hen-coops - great spots to
bury valuables and quickly retrieve them without being seen. For example, take the site of the former linear village in Eastern
Europe. If you can determine where the houses used to form a line on one or both sides of the only street in the village, search
the area within 50 meters from that line, on one or both sides of it. Searching the area where exactly the houses once stood
would require a different approach since it would not be easy to extract a coin cache from underneath a concentrated layer of
various iron junk.
4) "Should I search some 300 meters away from the village to get the caches that were hidden in the forest situated
nearby? The forest rim is probably a much better place to search, or?" - The caches were buried in the forest positioned
some distance away from the village only during the emergency situations (military raids, natural disasters, etc.) when people
did not have time to hide their valuables at the property and had to run with everything they could carry to the nearest forest
(also hills and mountains). If there are no visible landmarks (large boulders, rock piles, earth mounds, ground depressions, etc.)
in this forest, it is almost impossible to locate treasure caches hidden in it. Finding coin caches that are hidden in the hills or
mountains may be less challenging.
5) "I think the houses were once framed by arable fields and that there are little chances for cache burials on these
fields." - Only if the village was never burnt down or destroyed during its lifetime. In regions ravaged by wars, the case is
usually the opposite: a village would be burnt down and later rebuilt at a different location but in the same vicinity. So if the area
saw lots of military action in the past, it makes sense to search the adjacent fields for another "village spot" which is more likely
to contain a few buried coin hoards. And these coin hoards are the easiest to find (you may want to see the above-mentioned
Tutorial on Search & Recovery Method).
6) "Can the plow spread the entire cache so evenly that there is no cache's core left?" - It is usually the opposite, even in
cases when the coin caches were initially placed inside the fabric container (pouch, bag, etc.): the cache core - usually 2/3 of
the entire cache, remains unbroken by the plow. You determine the core's location by the shape of the "coin scatter" (or the
cache's "ploughed-up spot") and then dig a prospecting pit. To get all coins positioned at various depths, you should dig four
more pits, one on each side of the first one.
7) "When you remove earth from the prospecting pit, do you take any precautions not to damage the coins with the
shovel?" - It is impossible to take any such precautions while extracting zillion of small coins mixed with dirt from the pit. Large
coins can be carefully separated from dirt one by one by means of eyeballing or metal detecting during the recovery process, or
mass-recovered by means of the ground cloth and a plastic trowel.
8) "If the cache was not inside the hard (iron or ceramic) container, is it correct to say that the cache's core may be

of any shape depending on the fabric container's shape. For example, inside a stocking, coins are usually stacked forming a
column. And such a cache contains a few coin columns. The cache's core is never a mix of coins and dirt. It consists of only
coins that are hard-packed. That is why silver coins sometimes show green (patina) round stains on them when the coin hoard
comprises both silver and copper coins. The latter get oxidized and stain the silver coins.
9) "So it should have been possible to detect the cache's core with a deep seeker (Pulse Star II Pro, Lorenz Pulse 5)
and the 1m x 1m frame coil, right?" - Theoretically yes, but if there are large iron objects in close proximity, you will have to
take them out first in order to eliminate their effect on your detector's electromagnetic field detection pattern (see illustration on
"Target Identification Techniques" page). This would require a lot of digging because any former village site contains many
large ferrous objects.

RICK & VICKIE WYATT

(661) 943-1124

ANTELOPE VALLEY
TREASURE HUNTING SUPPLIES
Factory Authorized Dealer
Metal Detectors and
Prospecting Equipment

UP-GRADE YOUR WHITE’S
GOLDMASTER II OR VSAT II
Increase the performance level of your
machines to find more and smaller gold!
Special rate for club members!
Contact:

Rich Brooks
760-876-0339

The Outpost

(661) 944-1200
More Than Just a Gift Shop
(661) 944-1548
Rugs & Blankets - Amer. Indian Arts & Crafts
Fine Art Gallery - Coins, Gold & Collectibles
Gold Panning Ins. & Classes - Rocks & Gems
34141 116th St E
Pearblossom, CA

SCOTT SANDAHL
Proprietor

Apex Pick Sale ! ! !
Classified
Wanted: Bigfoot Coil for Whites DFX Call
Ben Molstad at 562-209-2344

Weasel 18” - $45 seven in stock
Badger Lt 18” 1 magnet—$55 1 in stock
Talon St 24” 3 magnets—$75 1 in stock
Talon 30” 3 magnets—$80 1 in stock
Extream 36” 3 magnets—$85 1 in stock
Will hand deliver anywhere in the Antelope Valley.
Whippet Engineering LLC 858-442-8146

FREE RAFFLE TICKET
If you find your name in the newsletter and it looks
like this: *Your Name* You get a free raffle ticket at
the next general meeting. Bring it to the attention of
the ticket seller. If two names appear (i.e. husband/
wife) ONE ticket is given out.

Club Apparel is available

SOLD: Minelab Eureka Gold.

Support your Club by purchasing one of our
new hats or shirts.
Refreshments volunteers for 2016
All members will be receiving The Loop via Email to save on printing and postage costs,
unless they don’t have e-mail. If they are
currently receiving it by snail mail and later get
an email account they can send their request to
me at avthsnews@gmail.com and I would be
happy to send it as a .pdf file. It is generally
about 2mb for the issue.

September:
October:
November:
December:

Gary Spain
Don Duncan
Jay Zeigler
Steve & Peggy Howard

CLUB OUTINGS

CLUB

EVENTS

August
Sept. 12, 2016

Sept. 12, 2016

2016

General Meeting - 7:00 pm
Leisure Lake Mobil Estates
48303 20th St. West
Lancaster, CA 93534
Board Meeting following
immediately after the General
Meeting

3rd Qtr. 2016 Scavenger Hunt
Scavenger Hunt items for
July 12, 2016 to Oct. 3, 2016 ***
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Due to the Blue Cut fire in the area west
of I15, the September outing has been
cancelled. Since the September meeting
is the SECOND Monday of September,
due to Labor Day weekend, there will
not be an opportunity to get a consensus
from the active membership to select an
alternative outing site.

Silver charm
1980 Penny
Tweezers
Key for padlock
New York Quarter
1980 Quarter
North Carolina Quarter
Hexagonal nut
Idaho Quarter
ID bracelet
Lock
Gold nugget (0.2 gr. or larger)
Tire Stem
Large metal hoop earring
Silver earring

Finds must be brought to the October 3, 2016 General
Meeting or earlier if all found. Display owner must be
present to win. First member that finds all 15 items will
win a Silver Half Dollar *If there is a tie, the winner will
be decided by the cut of a deck of cards and runner-up
will receive a Silver Quarter. If all items are not found,
the member finding the most will win a Silver Quarter. If
there is a tie, a cut of a deck will decide the winner.
Members finding at least 10 items will get a Silver Dime.
*** Only Items found between July 12, 2016 meeting
and the Oct. 3, 2016 meeting, qualify to be displayed. All
items must be found in the act of treasure hunting or
while prospecting. Items found with the naked eye
qualify. No purchased items or planted hunt

finds allowed.

Treasure Hunters Code of Ethics
I will always check federal, state, county and local laws before
searching; it is my responsibility to know the law.
I will respect private property and will not enter private property
without the owner’s permission. Where possible, such permission
will be in writing.
I will take care to refill any holes and try not to leave any damage.
I will remove and dispose of any and all trash and litter that I find.
I will appreciate and protect our inheritance of natural resources,
wildlife, and private property.
I will, as an ambassador for the hobby, use thoughtfulness,
consideration and courtesy at all times.
I will work to help bring unity to our hobby by working with any
organization of any geographic area that may have problems that
will limit their ability to peacefully pursue the hobby.
I will build fires in designated or safe places only.
I will report to the proper authorities any individuals who enter and/
or remove artifacts from federal parks or state preserves.

“THE END OF THE LOOP”
August Finds of the Month
Member must be present to display finds

Most Unique
Scott—meteorite
Best Gold Item
Peggy Howard—14K religious metal
Best Natural Gold
None
Best U.S. Coin
Scott Sandahl—1947 Roosevelt dime
Best Foreign Coin
Dan Petrozzi
Best Silver Item
Ray Quitoriano—Superman ring
Best Overall
Scott Sandahl
Attendance Drawing
Clay and Gail Graves—$25
Will be $20 in September
50/50 Draw

Gerren, Mary Black’s grandson

September Birthdays
Steve Harnos, Steve Howard, Penny
Petrozzi, Ron Renter, Robbin Sams, Scott
Sandahl, Renee Sandahl, Butch Smith,

OFFICERS
President:...…………………….…... Don Duncan
H 661-478-2409
Vice-Pres....……………...………. ...Lovetta Burns
E-mail - lburns57@att.net
H 661 256-1654 C 661 428-0797
Treasurer.....……………………….... Linda Bravo
E-mail - lsb7203@yahoo.com
661-480-5642
Secretary.....………………………….Lorelei Paland
661-273-3932
MEMBERS AT LARGE
Robert Weaver…………...……….….. .661-948-8350
Connie Smith ………………..…….…..661-526-7494
Mike Snowden..……………..…...….….661-269-2937
Rick Wyatt…………..………….……....661-943-1124
Vicky Wyatt……….…...……….……...661-943-1124
Linda Reitz…………………………..C 661-478-7938
Jerry Paland…………………………….661-273-3932
COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS
Welcome……….………………..….Vivian Sexton
Raffles…………....……………Connie Smith, Harry
Surtees, Larry Blair
Club Photographer…….….…Anyone With Camera
Find of the Month……….…………...Scott Sandahl
Claims…………………………..……..Linda Bravo
Metal Detecting…..………………….Scott Sandahl
Refreshments…………..Volunteer for each meeting
Club Apparel…………………….……....Mike Snowden
Club Public Web Page…...……...……...Rick Wyatt
Newsletter…………………...…....… Connie Smith
(H)661 526-7494
(C) 818-414-6707
Membership………………………... Vivian Sexton
661 478-0174
Recycling…………….……………..… Jay Zeigler
661-943-0397

Please note:

If your birthday isn’t listed in your birth
month, you probably didn’t give us your information.
This information is gleaned from the active membership
roster. Contact Linda Bravo to update.

Remember, as with the recycling collection, the
proceeds from the sale of apparel are put back in
the club to fund prizes and food at the outing.
A.V.T.H.S. Web Site: http://www.avtreasurehunters.com

Outing cancelled due to Blue Cut fire

A BIG thanks to all the firefighters
and other first responders for doing
your best to keep the recent fires at
bay. Also, a huge thanks to all the
workers dealing with repairing/
replacing damaged infrastructure
such as electric poles and lines,
guard rails, etc.
YOU GUYS ROCK!!!
Antelope Valley Treasure Hunter’s Society
P. O. Box 4718
Lancaster, California 93539

This Month’s Club Outing

Cancelled due to Blue
Cut fire

